Abstract-Paper fragment mosaic is one of the applications of Image Mosaic, which plays an important role for Historical Document Re. Based on a series of modeling ideas, we propose a novel method to mosaic strip-type paper fragments In this paper. Firstly, the boundaries are sampled and binarized from paper fragments. Secondly, a matching ratio model is built to calculate the possibility that two fragments are spatial adjacent. Thirdly, the mosaic problem is transformed into a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) based on graph theory, and then solved via Linear Programming. In the experiments, a Chinese and an English paper are vertically cut into pieces, each of which is scanned as a picture file. The program coded based on our method can automatically mosaic all the fragments into the complete original paper picture, which proves the effectiveness of our method.
INTRODUCTION
An image mosaic uses a collection of small images to construct a larger image that suggests a whole image seen at a distance, but the individual images are visible when observed closely [1] . Image mosaic related technologies include spatial matching, data sampling, information fusion, and so on [2] . Image mosaic is one of the hottest research spots in digital image processing, and it has been widely used in various subjects such as Computer Graphics [3] , Remote-sensing Image Processing [4] , and so on.
Paper mosaic is one of the applications of image mosaic [5] . It is usually used to recovery historical documents [6] . The overlapping proportion of two fragments is the most important one of keys that matters the mosaic effect in Image Mosaic research area. If two fragments have no overlapping parts, the mosaic would be a problem because it is difficult to decide whether the two fragments are spatial adjacent. However, non-overlapping is a common situation for paper mosaic. Therefore, the method we propose for paper mosaic in this paper should mosaic fragments which are not overlapped to each other.
The paper is organized into three sections. Section I introduces the problem we try to solve. Section II gives the details of our method, including the idea, the models and the solution. Section III proves our method via experiments.
II. BOUNDARY-BASED MOSAIC METHOD

A. Boundary comparison
Since the fragments have no overlapping part, we can only use the boundary information to judge whether fragments are spatial adjacent. Therefore, the first step of our method is data sampling which generates a two-dimensional matrix from a given fragment shown in Figure 1 . Equation (1) is an example of the matrix description, where ij a indicates the gray value of the sampled pixel (i, j); q and p indicate the width and height of the fragment, respectively. 
Hypothetically, there are two boundaries existing in two fragments. In ideal conditions, the data of the two boundaries should be almost the same because they are spatial adjacent. In most conditions, however, the data is similar rather than same because of the damage. Therefore, we could compare 2nd International Conference on Modelling, Identification and Control (MIC 2015) the data of the two boundaries and build a matching ratio model based on boundary data.
B. Binaryzation of boundary
The range of the grey value is from 0 to 255. Therefore, it needs a complicated model to calculate the match ratio of two boundaries. In paper mosaic problem, however, the grey value is not that complicated because the color is either white or black, i.e., the color of paper and word. Therefore, in order to simplify the model and decrease the cost time, we binarize the gray value. By setting a threshold, the gray value of boundary data is binarized into 0 and 255, shown in Figure 2 and Equation (2). 
C. Matching ratio model
A boundary of a strip-type fragment could be described as a one-dimensional vector. Equation (3) and Equation (4) 
D. Gragh model and TSP
The paper fragment mosaic is to reorder the disordered paper fragments according to the boundaries, and joint the spatial adjacent fragments two by two. Therefore, it could be described as a permutation and combination problem. If we could find the original order of the paper fragments, we could mosaic all the fragments correctly. In order to get the order, we should compare each two fragments and find whether these two are spatial adjacent. In our model, we use the abovementioned matching ratio ij d to describe the possibility of spatial adjacent. The smaller ij d is, the larger the possibility is. Therefore, the Equation (6) In this graph, if we find a path that pass each point only once, the sum of the length of the edges that consist the path will be ( ) D π in Equation (6) . The path passing each point only once in a graph is also known as Hamilton Path [7] . Therefore, the order problem is transformed into finding the shortest Hamilton path problem. The calculation problem becomes to calculate the total length of Hamilton path in a given graph, also known as the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [8, 9] .
E. Solution of TSP
Define ( , )
G V E as the abovementioned graph, where V indicates the point collection and E indicates the edge collection.
Define a parameter
Where ' E indicates the shortest Hamilton path. Therefore, the solution of TSP could be transformed into a linear programming problem [9] in Equation (8) . 
III. EXPERIMENTS
In order to prove the effectiveness of our method, we have applied it to two experiments, one is for Chinese paper and the other one is for English paper. In each experiment, the paper is vertically cut into 19 pieces. Each piece is scanned as a picture file. We implement our method into a C++ program. The program can automatically mosaic all the fragments into the complete and original paper picture shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Therefore, the method proposed in this paper is effective.
In the future, we will focus on how to improve the efficiency of our method by optimizing the models and solutions. 
